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1 Preliminaries

The goal of this assignment is teaching you how to implement an interpreter for a core programming
language, based on the definition of its semantics in terms of SOS rules. The interpreter is worth
32 points, which will be assigned based on the percentage of test cases correctly handled by your
solution. The assignment is individual and no collaboration is allowed. Please don’t cheat and read
carefully the submission instructions in Section 3.

2 Exercises

You are asked to write an interpreter for MiniC based on the SOS rules presented in the present
document. The rules should guide you in your implementation: not only they provide a formal
and unambiguous specification of the semantics of the language, but they also provide a very direct
way to describe the implementation of a recursive interpreter. Read carefully the present docu-
ment multiple times before jumping into the implementation! This is by far the most complicated
assignment and it is important that you clarify your mind before coding.

2.1 Syntax of MiniC

Let v range over values (integers and floats), x range over variables and f range over functions.
The syntax of expressions and statements is given in Table 1. It is just a prettified variant of the
abstract syntax used in your AST from the previous assignment.

Expressions e ::= v | x | e⊕ e | nop | x := e | f(e, . . . , e)
Statements s ::= e | s; s | if e then s else s | while e do s | for (e; e; e) do s

Table 1: Syntax of MiniC

The productions of the grammar should be self-explanatory and just a few comments are in
order. First, the symbol ⊕ stands for any of the binary operations supported by MiniC (see the
previous assignment). Variables play the role of identifiers, since we abstract from their syntax for
simplicity. The nop expression does nothing: it is only needed to deal with the presence of optional
expressions in the AST, specifically in the case of the for loops; it corresponds to the NoExpr token
from the previous assignment.
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2.2 Expression Evaluation

A store σ is a pair of partial maps (σL, σG), assigning values to local and global variables respectively.
The evaluation of expressions is defined by judgements of the following format:

e, σ ⇓π v, σ′,

reading as: the expression e evaluates to the value v in the store σ, producing the updated store
σ′. The function π binds function definitions to their implementation: if π(f) = (−→x ,−→y , s, e), then
f takes the parameters −→x , defines the local variables −→y , its body is defined by the statement s and
it returns the result of the evaluation of the expression e. Clearly, all this information is needed to
define the semantics of function calls.

Table 2 presents a selection of the evaluation rules for expressions. The missing rules, e.g., for
some comparison operators, must be implemented in the expected way.

(E-Val)

v, σ ⇓π v, σ

(E-VarLoc)

σ = (σL, σG) x ∈ dom(σL)

x, σ ⇓π σL(x), σ

(E-VarGlob)

σ = (σL, σG) x 6∈ dom(σL) x ∈ dom(σG)

x, σ ⇓π σG(x), σ

(E-And1)

e1, σ1 ⇓π v1, σ2 v1 6= 0 e2, σ2 ⇓π v2, σ′ v2 6= 0

e1 && e2, σ1 ⇓π 1, σ′

(E-And2)

e1, σ1 ⇓π v1, σ2 v1 6= 0 e2, σ2 ⇓π 0, σ′

e1 && e2, σ1 ⇓π 0, σ′

(E-And3)

e1, σ1 ⇓π 0, σ′

e1 && e2, σ1 ⇓π 0, σ′

(E-Or1)

e1, σ1 ⇓π v1, σ′ v1 6= 0

e1 || e2, σ1 ⇓π 1, σ′

(E-Or2)

e1, σ1 ⇓π 0, σ2 e2, σ2 ⇓π v2, σ′ v2 6= 0

e1 || e2, σ1 ⇓π 1, σ′

(E-Or3)

e1, σ1 ⇓π 0, σ2 e2, σ2 ⇓π 0, σ′

e1 || e2, σ1 ⇓π 0, σ′
(E-Nop)

nop, σ ⇓π 1, σ

(E-Sum)

e1, σ1 ⇓π v1, σ2 e2, σ2 ⇓π v2, σ′

e1 + e2, σ1 ⇓π v1 + v2, σ
′

(E-Leq1)

e1, σ1 ⇓π v1, σ2 e2, σ2 ⇓π v2, σ′ v1 ≤ v2
e1 ≤ e2, σ1 ⇓π 1, σ′

(E-Leq2)

e1, σ1 ⇓π v1, σ2 e2, σ2 ⇓π v2, σ′ v1 > v2

e1 ≤ e2, σ1 ⇓π 0, σ′

(E-AsgLoc)

e, σ ⇓π v, σ′

σ′ = (σ′
L, σ

′
G) x ∈ dom(σ′

L)

x := e, σ ⇓π v, (σ′
L[x 7→ v], σ′

G)

(E-AsgGlob)

e, σ ⇓π v, σ′ σ′ = (σ′
L, σ

′
G)

x 6∈ dom(σ′
L) x ∈ dom(σ′

G)

x := e, σ ⇓π v, (σ′
L, σ

′
G[x 7→ v])

(E-Call)

e1, σ1 ⇓π v1, σ2 . . . en, σn ⇓π vn, (σL, σG) π(f) = (x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym, s, er)
σ′
L = x1 7→ v1, . . . , xn 7→ vn, y1 7→ 0, . . . , ym 7→ 0 s, (σ′

L, σG) π σs er, σs ⇓π v, σr
f(e1, . . . , en), σ1 ⇓π v, σr

Table 2: Expression Evaluation

A few explanations about the rules are the following:
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1. rules (E-VarLoc) and (E-VarGlob) formalise the lookup of local and global variables.
Notice the formalization of a shadowing mechanism: if x ∈ dom(σL) and x ∈ dom(σG), then
rule (E-VarLoc) applies and σL(x) is returned. No rule applies when x 6∈ dom(σL) and
x 6∈ dom(σG): in this case, your interpreter must raise an exception. Similar considerations
apply to the assignment to variables, see rules (E-AsgLoc) and (E-AsgGlob);

2. rules (E-AndI) and (E-OrI) define the short-circuited evaluation of the && and || operators.
Observe that these boolean expressions always return an integer (0 or 1) and that any integer
or float different from 0 corresponds to true, while 0 and 0.0 correspond to false;

3. the rule for function calls (E-Call) is just a simplified variant of the rule for method calls
presented in the lecture notes. Parameter passing works as expected and local variables are
initialized to 0 upon invocation, while the global variables are inherited from the caller.

2.3 Statement Execution

The execution of statements is defined by judgements of the following format:

s, σ  π σ
′,

reading as: the execution of the statement s on the store σ produces the updated store σ′. The
rules defining the judgements are given in Table 3.

(S-Expr)

e, σ ⇓π v, σ′

e, σ  π σ
′

(S-Seq)

s1, σ1  π σ2 s2, σ2  π σ
′

s1; s2, σ1  π σ
′

(S-CondT)

e, σ ⇓π 1, σ′ s1, σ
′  σ′′

if e then s1 else s2, σ  π σ
′′

(S-CondF)

e, σ ⇓π 0, σ′ s2, σ
′  σ′′

if e then s1 else s2, σ  π σ
′′

(S-WhileT)

e, σ ⇓π 1, σ′ s;while e do s, σ′  π σ
′′

while e do s, σ  π σ
′′

(S-WhileF)

e, σ ⇓π 0, σ′

while e do s, σ  π σ
′

(S-For)

einit;while egrd do (s; einc), σ  π σ
′

for (einit; egrd; einc) do s, σ  π σ
′

Table 3: Statement Execution

The rules are self-explanatory. We just observe that in rule (S-Expr) the value v is unused,
though it is shown to comply with the format of the expression evaluation judgements. For loops
are desugared in terms of while loops by rule (S-For): the initialization expression is put before
the loop and the increment expression is put inside the loop.

2.4 Implementation Instructions

The main function. Your interpreter must accept a single command line argument representing
the filename of a MiniC program and output the result of the evaluation of the main function. All
valid MiniC programs must define a function with this name, which does not take any argument;
this function can be declared to return either an integer or a float. If such a function does not exist,
your interpreter must raise an exception.
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The execution of the program starts by invoking the main function (with no arguments). The
initialization of the local variables is handled by the SOS rule for function calls. Global vari-
ables, instead, must be initialized explicitly by your interpreter before calling the main function.
Specifically, you must set these variables to 0 or 0.0 according to their type (integer or float).

Scoping. MiniC programs work with local and global variables, subject to the shadowing mech-
anism discussed before. It is thus possible to define a local and a global variable with the same
name. Function parameters are treated as local variables in MiniC and uniformed to them in the
present discussion. The scoping rules must enforce the following properties:

1. all the global variables are pairwise distinct;

2. given a function, all its local variables are pairwise distinct;

3. there are no two functions with the same name, irrespective of the number of their arguments.

If any of these properties does not hold, your interpreter must raise an exception.

Typing. To improve readability, the SOS rules of the previous section abstract from typing issues.
However, your interpreter must take typing into account. In particular, a few features are required:

1. in all the binary operations, integers must be cast to floats when needed and the appropriate
operation must be chosen based on the types of the operands. As an example, the expression
3 / 2 must evaluate to 1, while the expression 3.0 / 2 must evaluate to 1.5;

2. when assigning a value to a variable, either by using the := operator or by instantiating a
parameter upon a function call, the type of the variable must be taken into account. Specif-
ically, when assigning a float value to an integer variable, round up the value to the next
integer; instead, when assigning an integer value to a float variable, append .0 to the integer;

3. when returning from a function call, a similar conversion may be be applied, depending on
the type of the returned expression and the return type declared for the function;

4. if a function is called with an incorrect number of arguments, you must raise an exception.

Lexing and parsing. Your interpreter must interface with your lexer and parser to perform its
task. You are allowed (and actually encouraged!) to change your original lexer and parser to fix any
bug you found. The test cases used for the correction will stress more the correct implementation
of the SOS rules rather than the ability of lexing and parsing correctly, but errors due to lexing or
parsing will cost you points just as if the interpreter produced a wrong result!

3 What to turn in

A single ZIP archive including:

• your interpreter, along with your lexer, your parser and a makefile. The interpreter must com-
pile just by running the make command from the prompt. Please have a look at the Ocaml-
makefile project (https://ocaml.org/learn/tutorials/compiling with gnu make.html)
for instructions on how to write your makefile;
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• a PDF file including a write-up, explaining every choice / assumption of your implementation
you find useful to motivate. You may also want to provide possibly missing SOS rules and
relevant details which were left unspecified by the present document.

The ZIP archive should be named mp4-XXXXXX.zip, where XXXXXX is your student ID number (6
digits). The assignment is due on April 21st, 2017.
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